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When I asked my students to complete the sentence, 
“I am Grateful to Yoga Because….” see what they answered:

I thought I couldn’t but I CAN!!!
I feel peaceful and relaxed after Shavasana
It reduces my pain
It opens my heart 

It makes me feel alive!
I dream in color again
It helps me focus – and be grateful 
I get an hour to myself
Recovery doesn’t happen in a straight line
I got to know Shari & Stephen
It makes me feel light in my heart
Luv it
Relaxed breathing
It lightens my heart and soul
It has changed my life
Takes away back pain
Shari’s teaching 
It calms all of my insides
It taught me to live again
Strength, flexibility, relaxation
I am more flexible and healthy
It feels good to wake up my body
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It reminds me to take quiet time for me

I can lie still!
I feel more relaxed after I practice
It gives me inner calm 
Helps me with lower back pain. Thank you
I can turn to back up in the car
I feel at peace after class
It makes me feel happy!
It helps me relax
It was so peaceful yet so Powerful!
Relaxation
It’s great to calm down and stretch

I love yoga for the peace of mind & relaxation of body!
Flexibility and my ability to be physically active
It connects my body with mind and spirit
For how it has changed my life
It makes my body feel good
I love yoga and I love you Shari for your peaceful aura. God 
Bless!
I have learned to accept myself
It relaxed & rejuvenates you
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I can laugh at myself
It keeps me flexible and moving
It helps me relax
I always feel good at the end of my practice
Yoga stretches me
Shari, you get the soul of it. Bravo!
It helps me relax
Great teacher
I feel better (on every level)
It helps me start my day energized

Fireballs!
It brings me to a calm state
Let’s me relax after a stressful day
I breathe better

I’m getting better!
I like getting away
Now matter how stiff I am, I feel so much more relaxed
It gives me peace
I can move
It reminds me to be in the present moment
For the opportunity to release the rest of my day
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Stress 
It releases toxins and reduces pain
I can meet new friends
I’m now flexible enough to turn my head to see what is coming 
behind me
It relaxes me and gives me peace
I feel so calm at the end of the session
Shari has changed my life
The class (the energy) is very positive
I’m in positions that I’m normally not in
I am proud of what my body does
It make me reflect on a number of things (that I normally don’t)
It’s something I do to ease my stress
It makes me feel good mentally and physically 
Flexibility
It is an experience

It helped me start my day!! 
Yoga calms me

Time to relax!
It makes me smile
It reminds me to be grateful for the good things in my life
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It helps my flexibility
It helps me end my day balanced and relaxed
Yoga allows us to connect with the earth in a mindful way
It helps me be more positive & hopeful
I enjoy the peaceful feeling
Yoga gives me a deep sense of well being
I get to share it with my wife
It gives me confidence when I see I can do poses I originally 
didn’t think I could do
I get to exercise with my husband
It supports my well being
It puts a smile on my face 

After I practice my body feels good!
I am learning techniques to relax when I am not in class
It centers me
Yoga is an expression of kindness to oneself
Relieves stress
Yoga – it’s all about getting centered

Well being!
It helps me approach life calmer!
It gives me a deep sense of well being

I Shari am grateful to my yoga community. 

Thank you to everyone who participated!!!


